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Introduction
The LargeArea X-ray Spectroscopy(LAXS) missionstudy concept hasevolvedstrongly
overthe last yearculminating in the mergingof LAXS with the GSFCproposal for a similar
mission, the Next Generation X-ray Observatory (NGXO, PI: Nick White). The result-
ing merger, re-namedthe High Throughput X-rays Spectroscopy(HTXS) Mission hasalso
expandedby the inclusion of another SAO proposed new mission concept proposal, the
Hard X-Ray Telescope(PI: Paul Gorenstein). The resultant multi-instrument mission re-
tains much of heritage from the LAXS proposal, including the useof multiple satellites for
robustness.
These mergersresulted from a seriesof contacts betweenvarious team members, via
email, telecons,and in-personmeetings.The impetus for the mergerswas the fundamental
similarity betweenthe missions,and the recognition that all three proposal teamshad sig-
nificant contributions to makein the effort to definethe next stagein the X-ray exploration
of the universe.
We haveenclosedfour itemsthat representsomeof the work that hasoccurredduring the
first year of the study: first, a presentation at the Leicestermeeting,seconda presentation
that was made to Dan Goldin following the mergingof LAXS and NGXO, third a copyof
the first announcementfor the Workshop, and finally the interim report that wasprepared
by the HTXS study team towards the end of the first year. This last document provides
the foundation for the HTXS TechnologyRoadmap that is being generated. The HTXS
roadmapwill definethe near-termgoalsthat the mergedmissionmust achieveover the next
few years.
A web site hasbeendevelopedand populated that containsmuch of the material that
hasbeengeneratedover the past year. The URL for the websiteis:
http: / /lheawww.gsfc.nasa.gov / docs/xray /htxs/home.html
In addition, we outline below some of the activities that have transpired over the last
year.
. Meetings
Over the course of the last year, SAO personnel have met with team members at MSFC
to initiate the various mission-level, spacecraft-level, and instrument-level trade studies
and design efforts.
In addition, four HTXS team meetings have been held. These team meetings take place
approximately every two months, and are aimed at refining the science goals for the
mission, outlining the engineering requirements, and providing direction for ongoing
studies.
2. Travel
Members of the LAXS and HTXS teams have traveled to various vendor sites for
discussionsof technologyissues,to assistin trade studies,and to explore avenuesfor
lighweighting the spacecraftbus.
Vendor visits have included AEC-Able and Astro-Aero to discussthe current state of
the art for extendable optical benches. Preliminary design requirementswere trans-
mitted to thesefirms for evaluation. Severalteam membersalso attended a workshop
held in Boulder Colorado on precisiondeployablesin spaceapplications.
Spacecraftvendorsthat havebeenvisited include TRW, Ball, CTA, Intraspace,OSC,
and APL. The goal of thesevisits was to obtain a clear understanding of the current
and near-term capabilities of vendorsto meet our requirementsfor low weight, high-
capability spacecraftbuseswithout requiring signficant technologydevelopments.Most
of the vendorswehaveintereactedwith haveprovided positive feedbackon their ability
to meet our requirements.
Membersof the HTXS team havealsotraveledseveraltimesto MSFC to discussoptics
developmenteffortswith Mr. Jim Bilbro's group. Prof. Oberto Citterio (a LAXS Co-I)
visited SAOand wecontinueddiscussionson the developmentefforts for the replicated
mirror optics.
3. TechnologyDevelopmentEfforts
Examplesof the technologydevelopmentefforts that arecurrently underwayinclude:
• The material for the mirror shellsand its fabrication process.Currently, we are
exploring SiC, thin-walled rib-reinforcednickel shells,and CFRP asmaterials for
the mirrors. A significant weight reduction is required from the current state of
the art.
• Improving the microcalorimeter to enablean energyresolution of 2eV.
• The designof the CCDs (used as the detectors for the gratings), including the
geometry of the pixels to optimize them for grating spectroscopy,and reduction
in the powerrequired.
4. Trade Studies
Examplesof technologytrade studies that areon-goinginclude:
• Orbit selectionvs. communicationssystemsweight and powerrequirements.An
initial trade was completed that selectedan L2 orbit for the baseline. Subse-
quently, the trade wasre-openedat NASA requestto look more closelyat drift-
awayorbits. This tradeencompassesa tradeon the useof the DSNvs. a dedicated
COTS ground station.
• A trade study hasbegunfocusingon useof expendablecryogenvs. a closed-cycle
system with no expendables.This trade will be heavily impacted by concurrent
technologydevelopmentefforts to developlight-weight, reliable,and cost-effective
closedcyclesystems.
5. Presentations
Presentationson LAXS and its successorHTXS havebeenmadein a variety of forums.
Papershavebeenpresentedat the SPIE (Denver)meeting,the Leicestermeeting,and
the AAS-HEAD meeting. Scienceand programmaticsummarypresentationshavealso
beenmade,most notably to Mr. Dan Goldin.
6. Workshop
One of the items of the LAXS statementof work wasto organizeand host a workshop
on high throughput x-rayspectroscopy.The goal of such a workshopwas to be the
continuing refinement of the sciencedrivers and sciencegoals for the mission. The
workshop will be held on September30 - October 1, 1996 in Cambridge. Planned
attendance is approximately 100 people. A proceedingsfrom this workshop will be
published. The first announcementfor this workshop is included.
7. Plans for Next Year
Over a half dozen study teams have been organized (with each team being led by and
SAO or GSFC scientist) covering areas such as calorimeters and cryogenics, spacecraft,
optics, and science. Over the course of the next year, the merged teams will continue to
pursue a variety of trade studies, including more detailed trades on mirror technologies,
orbit and communications, and options involving size, weight, and packaging of the
various telescopes and detectors. This merged effort is expected to conclude in a
reasonably unified conceptual design that will accomplish the science objectives of the
mission at an acceptable cost and within the weight and power constraints of the launch
vehicle and satellite bus.
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1 Preface
In September 1994, NASA issued NRA 94-OSS-15 soliciting proposals for concept studies
of new astrophysics flight missions. The peer review of submitted proposals selected a num-
ber of concepts for study, including "The Next Generation X-ray Observatory" (Principal
Investigator, Nicholas White of Goddard Space Flight Center) and the "Large Area X-ray
Spectroscopy Mission" (Principal Investigator, Harvey Tananbaum of Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory). Given the similarities of the science objectives emphasizing high
throughput, high resolution X-ray spectroscopy, the two teams initiated discussions leading
to an agreement in late 1995 to pursue a single study of a common mission, named the High
Throughput X-ray Spectroscopy (HTXS) mission.
The HTXS mission represents a major advance, providing as much as a factor of 100 increase
in sensitivity over currently planned high resolution X-ray spectroscopy missions. HTXS
will mark the start of a new era when high quality X-ray spectra will be obtained for all
classes of X-ray sources, over a wide range of luminosity and distance. With its increased
capabilities, HTXS will address many fundamental astrophysics questions such as the origin
and distribution of the elements from carbon to zinc, the formation and evolution of clusters
of galaxies, the validity of general relativity in the strong gravity limit, the evolution of
supermassive black holes in active galactic nuclei, the details of supernova explosions and
their aftermath, and the mechanisms involved in the heating of stellar coronae and driving
of stellar winds.
The study group formed from the original two mission concept teams has been extended
(with the concurrence of NASA Headquarters) to include other experimental groups ac-
tive in X-ray astronomy as well as several observational astronomers and theorists. Most
recently, the Principal Investigator (Paul Gorenstein of Smithsonian Astrophysical Obser-
vatory) of a third selected mission concept proposal entitled "Hard X-ray Telescope with
Simultaneous Multiwavelength Observing from UV to 1 MeV" joined the HTXS team,
merging those areas of his study most similar to HTXS in science objectives and technical
approach. Following these steps, the expanded team is now a widely-based Science Working
Group (SWG) reporting to NASA Headquarters. At present, the SWG includes scientists
from 14 different institutions; individuals and institutions involved in the study are listed
in Appendix A.
To date (May 1996), the SWG has conducted three working meetings to refine the overall
science objectives and to integrate the instrumentation approaches into a single mission
concept. This unified concept combines large effective area (,,_ 15,000 cm 2 at 1 keV), high
spectral resolution (E/AE ,-, 300-3000), and broad energy bandpass (0.25-40 keV and
possibly up to 100 keV) by using replicated optics with reflection gratings, charge-coupled
device detectors (CCDs), quantum micro-calorimeters, and cadmium zinc telluride (CZT)
detectors. An essential feature of this concept involves minimization of cost (,-, $350M
for development and --- $500-600M including launches) and risk by building six identical
modest satellites to achieve the large area. The technology required for the HTXS mission
is relatively mature and able to support a new start in the 2000-2001 timeframe, with first
launch around 2004-2005.
In order to involve the overall scientific community in the planning for this facility and to
develop the broadest possible perspective for the mission, we have made presentations to
NASA's High Energy Astrophysics Management Operations Working Group, the American
AstronomicalSociety(posterpapers),and the High EnergyAstrophysicsDivisionof the
AAS (invited talks)andhavepreparedthis statusreport. An openworkshopfor theentire
communityis scheduledfor this September.Throughthesediscussions,alongwith the
HTXS webpage
http:/ /lheawww.gsfc.nasa.gov / docs/xray /htxs/home.html
the intent is to establish and maintain an open dialogue with the astrophysics community
at large to ensure that the HTXS mission focuses on the critical science problems.
2 Historical Perspective
In its early years, dating back to the 1960s, X-ray astronomy was primarily viewed as the
science of "extreme conditions" in the cosmos. The first sources detected (the brightest
in the sky) mostly involved compact degenerate objects, where the copious X-ray emission
results from the presence of high temperature plasmas, high radiation energy density, highly
relativistic particles, and high gravitational and magnetic fields. X-ray observations of these
and similar sources with improved sensitivity and spectral and temporal resolution continue
to provide the most direct means of investigating the basic physical processes operating in
such exotic environments. Of particular interest is the recent use of X-ray spectroscopy
to probe conditions in the inner regions of accretion disks around black holes in active
galactic nuclei, where the predictions of general relativity in the strong field limit can be
meaningfully tested.
As the field has matured, however, it has become clear that X-ray emission is a ubiquitous
characteristic of virtually all known astronomical systems. In retrospect, this is not sur-
prising, since the virial temperature falls within the X-ray emitting band for a large range
of diverse objects (stars, galaxies, clusters of galaxies). In essentially all cases where grav-
itational forces are important to the dynamics and energetics of the system, the presence
of X-ray emitting gas is a natural consequence. As such, X-ray observations can also play
a crucial role in addressing many of the more "central" questions in astronomy, i.e. those
related to the origin, structure, and evolution of the Universe, and of its principal material
constituents: galaxies, stars, planets, and dark matter.
X-ray spectroscopy is especially useful for investigating issues related to the origin and
distribution of the elements. The soft and medium energy X-ray bands contain the K-shell
lines for all of the abundant metals (carbon through zinc), and the L-shell lines of most.
These are bright allowed transitions with large equivalent widths. In general, all charge
states are accessible. Hence the ability to measure abundances is not strongly dependent
on the physical state of the emitting gas. This contrasts with the infrared, optical, and
ultraviolet bands, where only certain molecular and/or ionic species can be measured for
each element. The detailed X-ray line spectra are rich in plasma diagnostics which also
provide unambiguous constraints on physical conditions in the source.
Below, we summarize a few key astronomical areas where X-ray spectroscopic observations
should provide fundamental insight into the most pressing unresolved problems:
Clusters of Galaxies: The hot intracluster medium dominates the baryonic mass
content of clusters of galaxies, and is observable only in the X-ray band. Estimates of
abundances derived from measurements of both the bremsstrahlung continuum and
collisionally excited resonance emission lines trace the origins of stellar nucleosynthesis
as we look back in redshift. Mapping the velocity distribution of this hot cluster gas
via the Doppler shifts in the emission lines allows us to examine the dynamics within
the cluster and specifically to study the effects of mergers between member galaxies
and between separate clusters. More detailed constraints on the nature of the merger
process are crucial to our understanding of the redistribution of the stellar processed
material into the intracluster medium. X-ray spectroscopic observations also provide
a direct means of mapping the dark matter content of clusters of galaxies and of
understanding its relation to the baryonic tracers.
• Active Galactic Nuclei: AGNs are the most distant sources observable in most
wavebands and may provide important clues to the formation and early evolution
of galaxies. These sources radiate much of their power at high energies, and X-ray
observations provide the only direct probe of conditions close to the central engine.
The bright X-ray continuum lights up the nearby circumsource medium and generates
a forest of discrete X-ray emission and absorption features which provide sensitive
constraints on the geometry, dynamics, and elemental abundances of the surrounding
environment. Line profile measurements for the fluorescent lines allow us to probe
the gravitational field very close to the central engine, and confirm the existence and
constrain physical characteristics of the massive black hole that is likely to reside
there.
• Supernova Remnants: Certainly one of the most important processes contributing
to the chemical evolution of the Universe involves the release of stellar processed
material into the interstellar medium via supernova explosions. Despite a wealth of
theoretical and observational investigations, there are still many aspects of this process
that remain mysterious, partly because optical spectroscopy yields very few direct
diagnostics of heavy element enrichment. The shock heated plasmas in supernova
remnants emit primarily line rich X-ray spectra that directly determine supernova
abundances and the blast wave interaction with the surrounding gas. Observations
of intermediate age remnants constrain the structure of the interstellar medium and
the possible importance of pre-supernova winds. Measurements of the higher energy
continuum spectra of young remnants provide crucial information on the possible
origin of cosmic ray acceleration.
• Compact Binaries: The latter stages of stellar evolution produce compact objects
(white dwarfs, neutron stars, and black holes) which can profoundly affect their en-
vironments. When these degenerate stars are members of tight binaries, they can
accrete sufficiently from their companions to become bright sources of X-ray contin-
uum and line radiation. Radial velocity measurements using the X-ray emission lines
determine the mass function of the binary, and can be used to study the mass distri-
bution of the compact objects. In the case of neutron stars, the latter has implications
for our understanding of the equation of state at nuclear density, a fundamental is-
sue in nuclear physics, which is difficult to address in the laboratory. The emission
line equivalent widths provide information on the geometry and abundances of the
accreting flow, which then constrain the nuclear evolution of the companion star.
• Stellar Coronae: The outermost layers of the atmospheres of normal stars form hot
coronae, confined by magnetic fields. X-ray spectroscopic observations determine the
temperatures, densities, and geometries of these plasmas, which then can be correlated
with age, rotation, and other stellar parameters to better determine the mechanisms
responsible for coronal heating. The detailed line spectra also provide abundance
determinations, which, in some cases indicate differences from the abundances derived
from optical spectra of the photosphere. Such abundance anomalies are not well
understood, but they may be related to the processes by which photospheric material
is "lifted" into the corona. X-ray spectroscopy of early type stars directly determines
the abundances and ionization of massive stellar winds, which are important in the
chemical enrichment of the interstellar medium.
• Young Stars: Star formationoften occursdeepwithin molecularclouds,whereit
is only observablein the infraredand at high energies.The most rapidly rotating
youngstarsarealsothemostcoronallyactive,andX-ray observationsareusefulfor
locatingand studyingthesestar formingregions.Spectroscopicobservationsenable
usto derivedetailedphysicalconstraintson theinteractionof theseyoungstarswith
their nascentsurroundings.
The argumentsabovedemonstratethat advancesin X-ray spectroscopyof cosmicsources
will becrucialto continuedprogressona widespectrumof outstandingfundamentalques-
tions in astronomy.A vigorouseffort to enhanceour observationalcapabilitiesin this area
shouldthus bea key componentof NASA'sfuture programin spaceastrophysics.In the
remainderof this report,wedemonstratethat the timing is right to beginplanninga new
missiondevotedto high throughputX-ray spectroscopy.Wedescribea "strawman"con-
cept for sucha missionthat hasemergedfrom our deliberations,discussits performance
characteristics,and presenta few examplesof the excitingscientificinvestigationsthat it
wouldenable.
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3 X-ray Spectroscopy Comes of Age
In spite of its potential as a vital astronomical tool, X-ray spectroscopy has only recently
begun to make significant contributions. To a large extent, this can be ascribed to in-
strumental limitations. Given the rather low photon fluxes from cosmic X-ray sources,
experiments have had to be large and have high quantum efficiency in order to acquire
spectra of acceptable statistical quality. In the early years, prior to the development of fo-
cussing X-ray optics, this argued for the use of proportional counters, which were efficient,
relatively easy to operate, and could be scaled effectively to large collecting area. However,
the spectral resolution of a proportional counter is compromised by the statistics of the
electron avalanche process used to amplify the signal associated with the photon detection.
The fundamental limit to the resolving power is E/AE _ 2.5 E 1/2, sufficient for deriving
constraints on the shape of the overall continuum, but far too low to reveal significant
spectral detail. With the exception of the Fe K transitions between 6 and 7 keV, which
are spectrally isolated and therefore easy to resolve, proportional counters could not pro-
vide unambiguous detections of discrete X-ray features from even the most line-rich cosmic
sources.
The launch ofthe EinsteinObservatory in 1978 provided the firstrueX-ray telescopeon
a satelliteobservatory.This led to a dramatic improvement insource detectionefficiency,
but alsoenabled the firstdeployment of higherresolutionspectroscopicinstrumentation.
Specifically,the EinsteinObservatory carriedsolid-state(SSS),Bragg crystal(FPCS), and
objectivetransmissiongrating(OGS) spectrometers.The SSS had comparable quantum ef-
ficiencytothe earlierproportionalcounterscoupledwith a modest improvement inresolving
power (afactorofa few) which enabledthe detectionofstrongemissionlinecomplexes,es-
peciallyforopticallythincollisionalp asmas. The FPCS and OGS had considerablyhigher
spectralresolution,but such limitedefficiencythat observationscould only be performed
on a small number of very brightsources.
This fieldexperienceda "quantum jump" in experimental capability,however, with the
launch ofthe Japanese Advanced SatelliteforCosmology and Astrophysics(ASCA) Obser-
vatoryin1993. ASCA carriedcharge-coupleddevice(CCD) imaging spectrometersmounted
at the focusof high throughput grazingincidencetelescopes.Although the improvements
over earlierinstrumentationfor variouscharacteristicswere only modest (factorfour in
spectra]resolution,factorthreein bandpass,factorfourincollectingarea),thesecombined
togetherto yieldbreakthrough resultsin many areas of astronomy. ASCA has increased
the sample of cosmic sourceswith moderate-to-highqualityX-ray spectraby a factorof at
leastfifty!The new opportunityto acquirespatiallyand temporally resolvedbroad-band
moderate resolutionspectrahas had major impact on a wide range of astronomicalfields.
Highlightsinclude:
Maps of supernova remnants in prominent X-ray emission lines that show significant
variations in both ionization and chemical composition as a function of position, as
well as coherent velocity features that directly measure the expansion of the ejecta.
The broadband spectro-imaging capabilities of ASCA have made a major impact on
all areas of research in this field including the nature of the ejecta of young remnants,
the physics of supernova-induced shock waves, and the discovery and study of pulsar-
powered synchrotron nebulae.
• Imagingspectrophotometryof clustersof galaxieswhichhasdemonstratedthat most
of the intraclustergasin rich clustershasbeenprocessedby TypeII supernovaeat
early epochs.In addition,highly robustdeterminationsof the massof thesesystems
havebeenmadewhichrequirethe presenceof darkmatter onall spatialscales.
• Thefirst directdetectionof relativistic line broadeningfor anX-ray emissionline in
anactivegalacticnucleus.The data indicatethat the observediron K line radiation
emanatesfromwithin tensof Schwarzschildradii of the massivecentralobject.
• Evidencethat the centerof the Milky Way is filled with ionizedhot gas.The mech-
anismresponsiblefor the ionizationremainsunknown.Mapsof the galacticcenter
alsorevealstronglocalizediron K fluorescentradiationwhichsuggeststhe presence
of a low luminosityactivenucleusasrecentlyasa fewhundredyearsago.
• Measurementsof abundancesin thecoronaeof activestarswhichsuggestmetal defi-
ciencieswhencomparedto photosphericabundances.The originof this effectis still
controversial.
A second"revolution"in astronomicalX-rayspectroscopywill undoubtedlyoccurnearthe
endof this decadewhenthe threemajor X-rayobservatoriescurrently underdevelopment
will be launched:NASA'sAdvancedX-ray AstrophysicsFacility (AXAF; 1998),the Euro-
peanSpaceAgency'sX-rayMulti-Mirror Mission(XMM; 1999),andtheJapan-USAstro-E
mission(2000). AXAF will carry a CCD experimentwith comparableresolutionand ef-
fectiveareato that of ASCA,but with overonehundredtimesbetter spatial resolution.
In addition,AXAF will carry two transmissiongratingspectrometerswith resolvingpow-
ersapproaching1000in selectedbands.XMM will carrya very largeareaCCD imaging
spectrometeraswellasa reflectiongratingspectrometerexperimenthat will providehigh
resolvingpower(E/AE -_ 100-600) coupled with high sensitivity, especially at soft X-ray
energies. Finally, Astro-E will also carry a large area CCD experiment as well as the first
cryogenic X-ray micro-calorimeter spectrometer, which provides even higher effective area
coupled with good spectral resolution at higher energies (E/AE ,,_ 50-800). There is a
clear complementarity between these various experiments. The Astro-E micro-calorimeter
will provide the best combination of sensitivity and resolution at energies of a few keV and
above, where the K-shell transitions from the intermediate-Z elements are prominent. The
XMM reflection grating spectrometer is optimal in the intermediate band between 300 eV
and 2 keV where the prominent oxygen K-sheU and iron L-shell features are located. The
transmission gratings on AXAF will provide very high resolution and reasonable sensitivity
at the softest energies, below 200 eV, as well as high resolution with moderate sensitivity
across the entire band. Collectively, these missions will provide a wealth of detailed spec-
tral information on a diverse array of cosmic sources. At that point, astronomers can begin
to employ the sophisticated diagnostic techniques which are conventionally in use in solar
X-ray spectroscopy or in X-ray spectroscopy of laboratory plasmas.
Nevertheless, as we look toward the future, it is clear that these upcoming missions can only
"scratch the surface" of the full exploitation of X-ray spectroscopy to address outstanding
astrophysical questions. Despite the impressive observational capabilities they provide,
many of the most pressing spectroscopic measurements will remain out of reach. In general,
substantial improvements are required in effective area, spectral resolution, and spectral
bandpass. Some scientific drivers for performance specifications in these three categories
are detailed below.
Effective Area:
Spectra of high statistical quality for large populations of sources, as opposed to just the
brightest members of a class of objects, will require significant increases in effective area.
To sample representative members of many diverse classes will require getting down to flux
levels as low as 10 -14 ergs cm -2 s-1 keV -1 at energies near 1 keV. For typical observing
times less than 105 s, this requires an effective area of order 15,000 cm 2 in this band, a
factor of 20-100 higher than provided by the spectrometers on AXAF, XMM, and Astro-E.
For many astronomical sources (black hole candidates and AGNs, CVs, ordinary stars,
young stars, etc.), short-term variations in the X-ray spectra provide a crucial key to the
understanding of the underlying physics. Large effective area is also required to obtain
adequate statistics during the physically significant timescales. For stellar flares, these are
of order tens of seconds; for active galactic nuclei, several hours. In both cases, effective
area in excess of 10,000 cm 2 is required for typical source fluxes.
While the upcoming missions will measure the abundances of the more common elements for
a significant sample of bright sources, it will be extremely difficult to obtain even meaningful
upper limits for the lower abundance species. However, the latter are equally important for
constraining models of stellar nucleosynthesis and the chemical evolution of galaxies. Very
high statistical quality spectra are required for these kinds of investigations, which is only
possible with large effective area.
Resolution:
High spectral resolution is required first and foremost to enable unique line identifications.
In general, a spectral resolving power of at least 300 is required. While that is achieved by
each of the upcoming missions, in some part of the spectrum, in no case will the resolution
be high enough over the entire relevant bandpass. Even higher spectral resolution is re-
quired at particular energies to unambiguously derive physical parameters in the emitting
plasmas (e.g. temperature, density) from discrete line diagnostics. In the region near the
iron K complex, for example, a resolving power exceeding 2000 is necessary to distinguish
the lithium-like satellite lines (pumped by dielectronic recombination) from the overlapping
helium-like transitions. AXAF and XMM provide no high resolution spectroscopic capabil-
ity in this band, and the resolving power achieved by Astro-E will be too low by at least a
factor three.
Measurement of accurate radial velocities from X-ray emission lines is central for many
astrophysical investigations. At low energies, we want to obtain flow velocities in stellar
flares; map the coronae of RS CVn and other binary systems; and measure the kinematics of
clumps of ejecta in supernova remnants: these all require velocity sensitivity (the ability to
centroid a line) better than 100 km/s below 1 keV. At the higher energy of the iron K line,
we want to make radial velocity measurements that can determine the mass distribution of
black holes, neutron stars, and white dwarfs over a large sample of binary Systems. This
requires a velocity sensitivity of order 20 km/s.
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Bandpass:
CosmicX-ray sourcesoftenexhibit characteristicspectralfeaturesovera broadrangeof
energy,and simultaneouscoverageof a largebandpassis essentialfor extracting the key
astrophysicalinformationfromtheobservation.Examplesinclude:(1)activegalacticnuclei,
whereComptonreflectionoff surroundingcoldmaterialproducesa "tail" to thecontinuum
spectrumat energies> 10keV, while fluorescenceand recombinationradiationfrom the
samemediumproducesa rangeof discreteemissionandabsorptionfeaturesdownto low
energies;(2) stellar flares,wherea hard,nonthermal,impulsivecontinuumcanaccompany
the line-richthermalemissionproducedby heatingof coronalplasmas;and (3) supernova
remnants,wheresynchrotronradiationgeneratedby cosmicray electronsacceleratedat
the shockfront canproducea hardextensionto the thermalspectrumfrom shockedgas.
Unambiguousmeasurementof sucheffectsrequiresabandpasswhichextendsfrom ,,, 0.25
keV to at least tens of keV. If the continuum is not adequately constrained at higher
energies, it is also difficult to derive unambiguous constraints on discrete iron K emission
and absorption features between 6 and 7 keV. None of the upcoming observatories have
significant sensitivity at energies beyond 10 keV.
Given the above requirements, it is clear that the era of AXAF, XMM, and ASTRO E will
be the "beginning" rather than the "end" of the age of astrophysical X-ray spectroscopy. In
some respects, this parallels an earlier phase of X-ray astronomy, when the emphasis was on
simple source detection, rather than detailed investigation. While the initial non-focussing
satellite observatories were able to detect bright examples of X-ray sources from many
different classes of objects, it took the huge increase in sensitivity afforded by the Einstein
Observatory to really open up this field and bring it into the mainstream of astronomical
research. Similarly, while the upcoming missions will provide us with bright examples of
high resolution X-ray spectra from most source classes, we require a new mission with the
advanced capabilities identified above to fully exploit the power of a broad program of X-ray
spectroscopic measurements.
4 Technology Developments
As discussed in the preceding two sections, the fundamental science questions to be ad-
dressed by HTXS require very substantial increases in effective area, energy resolution, and
energy bandpass. To accomplish these ambitious increases at an aaffordable mission cost, we
must introduce new approaches for the development and operation of the HTXS mission
and take advantage of technical advances as well.
A first idea for increasing telescope collecting area above that planned for AXAF, XMM,
and Astro-E would be to construct an X-ray telescope with very large aperture and very long
focal length. The technical challenges and potential cost associated with such an approach
involve a very large mirror and spacecraft appear prohibitive at this time, particularly
given the faster than linear scaling of cost with mass and size. An alternative means of
achieving the required large collecting area is a design utilizing several mirror modules each
with its own spectrometer/detector system. This process can be taken one step further
by recognizing that several small spacecraft and modest launch vehicles (e.g. Delta 2's)
each carrying one "science unit" can cost substantially less than one very large spacecraft
and launcher (e.g. Titan 4) carrying the entire HTXS mission. Therefore, our concept is
to build six identical, modest satellites in "assembly-line" style. This approach resonates
extraordinarily well with NASA's strategy for the future; the program is very robust in
that risks are distributed over several launches and several spacecraft with no single failure
leading to loss of mission. By requiring the development time to be relatively short we can
further reduce costs, and by launching every 3 to 4 months we can build to full collecting
area within 15-20 months, thus enabling us to accomplish the full range of science objectives
described in this report. Our conservative estimate for the overall development cost for the
six satellites is $350M. Including the launches, we estimate the cost at $500-600M, with
the range related to the expectation of significantly lower launch costs for moderate-sized
satellites within the next few years. We also estimate total mission operations and science
data analysis costs of $100M, covering a 10-year period.
A key technology which supports our mission concept is the extendable optical bench which
allows the payload to be folded within a shroud on the scale of a 3-stage Delta 2 for
launch to High Earth or Libration Point Orbit, followed by deployment to a focal length of
order 8-15m. At least two private companies and one NASA Center have demonstration
projects underway to provide such a capability, with several smaller-scale prototypes already
working.
The choice of a relatively distant orbit allows simple operational scenarios with all satellites
available to point at the selected target with high viewing efficiency (no trapped radiation
belts or earth occultations). With such an orbit and a relatively benign environment, the
spacecraft can be simpler, lighter, and less costly.
A host of innovative ideas for mirrors, spectrometers, and detectors are already under inves-
tigation utilizing SP_T and/or ATD support. Prototype low cost, light-weight replicated
mirrors capable of providing the required HTXS large collecting area and modest angular
resolution (15-30", compared to AXAF's 0.5") are being developed. Replicated shells using
silicon carbide, cyanate ester, and thin-walled rib-reinforced nickel carriers are in-process,
with the intent of producing individual assemblies having an X-ray collecting area of ,_
5000 cm 2 at a weight of order 250 kg. Replicated foils already can provide comparable
areas with a weight of 200 kg, and modified manufacturing and assembly approaches are
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underevaluationfor improvingthe angularresolutionof theseopticsto the desiredlevel.
With six satellitesthe projectedcollectingareaat 1 keV is --_ 30,000 cm 2, providing the
substantial increase required by the science.
To cover the bandpass up to 40 keV (and possibly up to 100 keV) with appropriate sensitivity
requires focussing optics to place a large fraction of the flux collected by a large area
telescope onto a relatively small spot in the focal plane. The reduction in particle and sky
background in a focussing system represents a significant advance in sensitivity, as well as
a major reduction in the weight and cost of the instrumentation. The recent technology
development of enhancing the high energy reflectivity using a multilayer coating on a thin
mirror optic offers an opportunity to build the first true imaging telescope in the hard X-ray
band between 10 and 100 keV. The basic principle uses thin film interference to enhance
reflectivity, similar to Bragg reflection. Two materials of different refractive indices are
alternately deposited in a quarter wave stack. The number of layers can be up to several
hundred and is optimized, along with the deposition thickness, to maximize the reflectivity
at the desired wavelength. In the hard X-ray domain, where it is possible to use absorption-
free materials, a multilayer coating can be designed with a very broad bandwidth, by using
graded layers of different thickness.
In the detector area, SR&T funding is supporting high efficiency quantum micro-calorimeter
work at several institutions. The 10 eV energy resolution baselined for flight on Astro-E has
already been advanced to a laboratory performance of ,,_ 7 eV. A thorough understanding of
the current limiting factors along with plans for implementing improvements, such as lower
heat capacity X-ray absorbers and transition edge thermometers, indicate that a resolution
of 2 eV (E/AE -,_ 3000 at 6 keV), is a reasonable goal which should be attainable over
the next 2-3 years. In the same timeframe, these and other improvements in thermometer
design and detector fabrication may allow larger arrays, thereby increasing the ability to
cover extended fields with good angular and spectral resolution simultaneously. Anticipated
advances in cryo-cooler and open cycle dilution refrigerator technologies will enable longer
calorimeter lifetimes at lower cost and weight. Ultra-thin foils or mylar substrates could
allow us to reduce the weight of the reflection grating arrays by more than a factor of
two. Large format, deep-depleted CCDs with rectangular pixels and excellent low energy
response for grating readout are already becoming available, and again provide increased
capability at reduced power, weight, and cost for HTXS.
The hard X-ray detector must have good efficiency throughout the 10-40 (and possibly up to
100) keV energy range along with fine position resolution, suggesting the use of fine pitch
semiconductor strip detectors and/or pixellated detectors. Recent and ongoing develop-
ments provide a number of semiconductor materials to choose from, such as the relatively
new cadmium zinc teUuride (CZT) as well as the more familiar silicon and germanium
detectors.
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Figure 1: The effective area and resolution of the three HTXS instruments (which are
coaligned and operate simultaneously). This is the full area for a six satellite system with
the grating, calorimeter and hard X-ray telescope (HXT) shown separately. The gratings
are used to both maintain a resolving power > 300 at low energies, and to maintain effective
area from 0.3-0.6 keV where carbon in the calorimeter filter causes a drop in sensitivity.
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5 HTXS Science Payload
The configuration we present in this report can be thought of as intermediate between a
strawman concept and a baseline design for a mission. The specific configuration can be
accomplished with a modest extension of present technical capability over the next few
years, and it provides a concrete basis for calculating capabilities and projecting science
performance. On the conservative side, an extraordinarily powerful HTXS mission could
be developed for flight today with technology already in-hand. On the expansive side,
breakthroughs beyond those envisioned at present could lead to an even more capable
mission than we describe here.
The HTXS science objectives require a factor of 20-100 increase in sensitivity across the
0.25-40 keV band. Our study shows that the required effective area using a grazing in-
cidence X-ray system is at least 15,000 cm 2 at 1 keV, 6,000 cm 2 at 6.4 keV, and 1500
cm 2 at 40 keV. Since it is not practical to cover the entire 0.25-40 keV band with a single
telescope/instrument combination, we baseline a matched set of high throughput focussing
telescope systems to simultaneously cover the low and high energy bands. The low energy
system is a spectroscopy X-ray telescope (SXT) that is optimized to maintain a spectral
resolving power of at least 300 across the 0.25-12 keV band pass. Two telescope designs
with a diameter of 1.3-1.4 m are under study to achieve both large collecting area and
an acceptable angular resolution (15-30" half power diameter, HPD). One design is based
on the conical thin foil imaging X-ray mirror, flown successfully on BBXRT and ASCA.
The other is a lightweight and more densely packed replicated optics design, derived from
that being used for SAX and XMM. A multi-layer, grazing incidence hard X-ray telescope
(HXT) system provides the required effective area between 10 and 40 keV (and possibly up
to 100 keV). Four telescopes each of 40 cm diameter per satellite are used to build up the
hard X-ray effective area. The HXT has a spatial resolution of 1-2' HPD, with a field of
view of order 10'. The SXT and HXT both have a common focal length of _ 8m, using
an extendable optical bench to allow a Delta class launch. If we are able to extend to a
15 m focal length design, as seems possible from preliminary design studies, then only a
single 70 cm diameter HXT system per satellite is required to achieve the required collecting
area. The overall effective area of the entire system and the resolving power of the SXT
spectrometers as a function of energy are shown in Figure 1.
The SXT uses two complimentary spectrometer systems to achieve the desired energy reso.
lution: an array of high efficiency quantum micro-calorimeters with a resolution of 2eV, and
a reflection grating with resolution of A)_ of 0.05A in first order and 0.025/_ in second order
along with a CCD readout. The gratings deflect part of the telescope beam away from the
calorimeter array in a design that is similar to XMM, except that the HTXS direct beam
falls on a high spectral resolution quantum calorimeter instead of on a CCD. In our concept,
gratings are placed behind only the outermost half (or so) of the mirror shells, in order to
optimize the fraction of the beam seen by each type of spectrometer. The two spectrometers
are complimentary, with the grating optimal for high resolution spectroscopy at low energies
and the calorimeter at high energies (Figure 1). This is because the quantum calorimeter
has a constant energy resolution of 2 eV, which means that the resolving power increases
with energy. In contrast the grating maintains a constant resolution in wavelength, which
results in a resolving power that increases with decreasing energy. The gratings also pro-
vide coverage in the 0.3-0.5 keV (25-40,:i) band, which is essential because the calorimeter
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light-blockingfilterscausea lossof responsearoundthecarbonK-edge(Figure1). This is
particularly importantfor highredshiftobjects,wherelinerich regionswill bemoveddown
into this energyband.
The powerof this combinationis illustrated in Figure 2 with a simulatedobservationof
an activestellar coronalsource(the RS CVn star AR Lac). For simplicitywehaveused
a two temperaturemodelof 7 and 24million degrees,basedon the ASCAresults. The
relatively longexposureof 80,000sechighlightsthe richnessin the spectrum.The upper
panelshowsthe spectrumasa functionof wavelength,with a portion centeredon the He-
like Mg line shownon anexpandedscalein the lowerpanel.Noticehowthegratingcovers
the vital low energypart of the spectrum.This spectrumincludesthe He-liketransitions
of over20elements,andthesecanbeusedasakeydiagnosticof temperature(in therange
1-100million degrees)anddensity(108-1014cm-3). Figure 3 further illustrates the plasma
diagnostic potential of HTXS by showing the simulated AR LAC data for the important
He-like transitions of iron, calcium, silicon, magnesium, oxygen, and nitrogen. The small
crosses in Figure 3 (and Figure 5 below) indicate the statistical uncertainties for the observed
counts in each individual energy bin for the total 80,000 s simulated exposure.
Maximizing source counts is essential since the primary mission goal is understanding astro-
nomical systems through high resolution spectroscopy. A prudent design decision, in terms
of weight and cost, is to accept a reduction in intrinsic spatial resolution in favor of a sub-
stantial increase of collecting area. We have baselined 15-30" half power diameter (HPD),
which is sufficient to avoid source confusion at the faintest fluxes HTXS will observe, while
supporting the requirements for the reflection grating spectrometer. The faintest source
that will be observed in a several hundred thousand second exposure by the HTXS mission
and still give sufficient counts to obtain a spectrum (_ 3000 counts) will be at a flux of
5 x 10 -15 erg cm -2 s -1 (0.2-2 keV band). The logN-logS for extragalactic sources shows
that over ten million sources are available above this flux level in the ROSAT band (,-, 200
sources degree-2). ROSAT images obtained with 25" spatial resolution demonstrate that
even at a deeper 0.1-2 keV flux of _ 10-15 erg cm -2 s -1 source confusion is not an impor-
tant issue. Using the ROSAT logN-logS value and a 15 arc second radius gaussian beam
gives a confusion level for HTXS of ,-_ 5 × 10 -15 erg cm -2 s -1 in the 0.2-2 keV band. As
the study proceeds, we will also investigate the tradeoffs between a larger field of view for
the micro-calorimeter (presently baselined as a 10 x 10 array of 15 × 15 elements, covering
a 2.5' x 2.5' FOV) and a secondary wide-field imager such as a CCD outside the micro-
calorimeter field of view operating in a paraUel-type observing mode. Some of the factors
to consider in such an evaluation include micro-calorimeter power, weight, cost, energy
resolution, and lifetime; as well as the cost of a separate CCD detector system (possibly
minimized by making it identical to the CCDs used to read out the grating); and the gain
relative to source confusion which results from improved mirror angular resolution in the
context of overall mission weight and cost.
The hard X-ray detector must have good efficiency throughout the 10-40 (possibly up
to 100) keV energy range, with spatial resolution of ,_ 200 microns. Since there are no
narrow atomic lines expected in this region, energy resolution is of less import. The fine
position resolution, along with the required efficiency and energy resolution can be met
by a cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) detector system, which is what we baseline for our
simulations and analysis.
In Figure 4 the effective area curves for HTXS calorimeter and grating spectrometers are
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Figure 2: This simulated 80,000s observation of the nearby RS CVn star AR Lac shows the
power of the HTXS spectrometers. This is a very active stellar coronae, and for simplicity
we have used a bimodal temperature distribution of 6 and 20 million degrees. Both the
grating and calorimeter spectra are shown. The upper panel shows the full spectrum and
the lower panel an expanded view centered on the He-like Mg line.
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Figure 3: A total of 25 elements have their K shell transitions within the HTXS bandpass.
Examples of the plasma diagnostic lines of some of the more abundant elements for the
He-like transitions are shown for Fe, Mg, S, Si, O, and N as observed with HTXS. These
lines cover temperatures of 1 to 100 million degrees and a variety of plasma densities 10 s
to 1014 cm -3. The Fe, Mg, S and Si come from the AR Lac simulation shown in Figure 2.
The O and N lines for a 2 million degree plasma, with an emission measure similar to that
found from the 7 million degree emission from AR Lac.
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Figure 4: The effective areas of the two HTXS spectrometers compared to those planned
for the high resolution instruments on AXAF (transmission gratings), XMM (reflection
gratings) and Astro-E (a 10 eV calorimeter). The HTXS area is for a six satellite system
with the reflection gratings (HTXS-grating), and calorimeter (HTXS-calorimeter) systems
shown separately.
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Figure 5: A simulated spectrum based on an 80,000 s observation of AR Lac by the 2eV
calorimeter on HTXS (upper) and by the 10 eV calorimeter on Astro-E (lower). A simple
two temperature model spectrum with 7 and 24 million degrees, and one third solar abun-
dances (as measured by the ASCA CCD spectrometer). The 10 eV resolution of Astro-E
is capable of resolving for the first time in a cosmic X-ray source the resonance from the
satellite lines, and clearly is a major advance over current capabilities. But there is still an-
other step to be taken by HTXS in both giving higher throughput and increased resolution
to fully resolve the satellite lines. The 2 eV spectral resolution of HTXS fully resolves the
iron K satellite and resonance lines and gives a much higher counting rate.
shown along with those of the high resolution spectrometers (R>250) on AXAF, XMM and
Astro-E. Both XMM and AXAF use gratings to obtain high resolving power. The gratings
on AXAF have effective areas ranging from 3 to 150 cm 2, as a function of energy. The
peak effective area of the reflection gratings on XMM is higher, ,-_ 280 cm 2 (combining
two telescopes and the 1st and 2nd orders) but they cover a more limited energy range
from 0.3 to 2.0 keV. While the gratings on AXAF and XMM will offer a major increase in
performance, they are limited for study of extended sources for which they confuse spatial
and spectral features. Long exposures of order 105-106 s will be required to obtain high
quality spectra, even for moderately bright point sources. The Astro-E X-ray Spectrometer,
XRS, utilizes an array of micro-calorimeters with an energy resolution of 10 eV, to cover
the 0.3-8 keV band with an effective area of ,-_ 400 cm 2. The Astro-E XRS will be able to
observe extended sources, but the 10 eV resolution is insufficient at 1 keV to fully resolve
many of the key line complexes required for plasma diagnostics. The Astro-E XRS has a
limited 2 yr lifetime, because of weight limitations and the need for cyrogenic cooling. It is
clear from Figure 4 that HTXS represents a dramatic advance in spectroscopic capability
over these missions.
In Figure 5 a simulation compares the capability of the Astro-E XRS with that of HTXS
at the He-like iron K line. This figure shows that the Astro-E XRS will, for the first time,
resolve the resonance lines from the satellite lines. However the figure also shows that the
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Figure 6: The sensitivity of the HXTS hard X-ray telescope for a 105s observation, compared
to that of HEXTE and the HEAO 3 survey.
2 eV resolution and increased throughput of HTXS is required to fully unravel the blend of
satellite lines into their individual components and extract the wealth of information simply
unavailable to Astro-E.
A further limitation in the current generation of imaging grazing incidence X-ray telescopes
is the upper energy threshold of 8-10 keV, above which the effective areas drop precipitously.
Results from ASCA are showing that sensitive observations of the 10-40 keV band are
necessary to constrain the continuum spectra of many classes of X-ray sources. The effective
area curve shown in Figure 1 for the HXT shows the effective area available out to 40 keV
with a multilayer coating of Pt-C. Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of the full HXT array of
telescopes, compared to previous missions. There is a three orders of magnitude increase
in sensitivity over that of the XTE HEXTE experiment. This capability is crucial for
highly absorbed sources (Figure 7) and for sources where the Compton reflection of X-rays
from cold material is present (Figure 8). Extended energy coverage is also necessary to
differentiate between thermal and non-thermal continuum emission processes.
With these dramatic increases in capability, high resolution X-ray spectroscopy will become
a reality for all classes of objects over a wide range of luminosities. The HTXS mission will
bring X-ray astronomy to full maturity as an astrophysics discipline.
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Figure 7: The ASCA and Ginga spectra of the Seyfert II galaxy NGC 4945. The highly
absorbed emission from the central source, which is obscured by the molecular torus, is only
visible in the >10 keV band. In the ASCA band, where AXAF, XMM and Astro-E will be
sensitive, only the emission scattered around the torus is seen.
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Figure 8: This figure (taken from George and Fabian (1991), MNRAS 249, 352) illustrates
the reflected and composite spectra predicted for a flat, optically thick, non-rotating slab
illuminated by an isotropic source of primary X-rays above the center. Three different
viewing inclinations are shown. Notice the reflection component that peaks around 20-30
keV. The SXT will measure the fine details of the iron K emission line, while the HXT
determines the contribution of reflection.
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Figure9: TheSchwarzschildradius,Rsof variousobjectsasa functionof their mass.The
measurementsmadeof the blackholemassby HST of M87andusingmaserline emission
from M106aremadeat relativelylargeradii of order104to 105Rs. In contrastthe broad
iron K linesdiscoveredusingASCAfrome.g.MCG-6-30-14andotherblackholecandidates
(BHC),comefrom materialorbitingverycloseto theblackhole,within a fewRs.
6 Examples of Scientific Investigations with HTXS
As discussed in the previous sections HTXS will an observatory class mission capable of
addressing a broad range of astrophysics problems. In the interests of brevity, we will not
give an exhaustive list, but rather select a few key investigations to illustrate the overall
power of the mission.
6.1 AGN
Since their discovery active galactic nuclei (AGN) have stood out as uniquely luminous ob-
jects in the Universe. Today we are quite confident that their ultimate power source results
from gravitation, presumably from matter accreting onto a central black hole. However,
the mechanism for the production of electromagnetic radiation and jets from the accreting
material, and the manner in which the material reaches the black hole, is still unclear.
Important questions still abound including, how does material make its way into the sur-
roundings of the black hole and why is the QSO phenomenon more common in the past
than it is today? X-ray spectroscopy holds the best prospects for understanding the AGN
phenomenon and utilizing it to probe the environment in the vicinity of super-massive black
holes. This is well illustrated by Figure 9, which shows the radius at which various signa-
tures of a supermassive black hole have been identified. These show that the exciting radio
maser and HST results probe regions many hundreds of Schwarzschild radii from the black
hole. Only in the X-ray band does the black hole signature (the broad iron K line from
MCG-6-30-15) come from close to the event horizon, where we can hope to test general
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relativity in the stronggravity limit. Observationsof manyindividualsourceswith HTXS
will allowus to developa statisticalpictureof the materialsurroundingthe centralblack
hole.We thencansearchfor changesin this materialasa functionof look-backtime, and
therebyextract thedetailsof chemicalevolutionin AGN.Presumablythesechangeswill in
turn unlockthe mechanismof evolutionwhichconnectsQSOsto AGNsandlow-luminosity
Seyferts.
TheHTXSinstrumentparametersareoptimumfor simultaneouslyto probeandunderstand
the AGN centralengineandto mapthe geometryof the surroundingmaterial. The large
collectingareaof HTXS will providethefirst spectraat highresolutionfor the lowerlumi-
nosityand/or the highredshiftAGN populationsat fluxesof --, 10 -14 erg cm -2 s -1 whose
mean redshift is --_ 1.5. For the brightest AGN time resolved, high resolution spectroscopy
on a timescale of minutes will be possible for the first time. The broad bandpass will si-
multaneously measure Compton reflection (where the incident central engine spectrum is
modified by the effects of reprocessing in surrounding material), and high absorption Seyfert
II galaxies (Figures 7 and 8). For QSOs the broadband capability will allow a determina-
tion of the high energy cutoff of the continuum in high redshift QSOs (the spectral break
predicted in the range 50-200 keV is redshifted into the HTXS band for z _ 1-2). At lower
energies the band pass is optimal to measure the time variability of the soft excess and
absorption edges from the inflowing material.
Amongst the most exciting observations to be made by HTXS are detailed examinations
of the broad iron K lines recently discovered from ASCA observations of Seyfert galaxies.
These show strong Fe line emission which can be resolved into narrow and broad components
(Figure 10). The broad components exhibit characteristic signatures of general relativistic
effects resulting from the enormously strong gravity within 10 Schwarzschild radii of the
black hole. From the distortion of the line profile by these effects it is possible to measure the
mass and spin of the central black hole, and to test general relativity close to a supermassive
black hole. However, these detailed tests are possible only with the increased collecting area,
improved spectral resolution and broad bandpass of HTXS - to eliminate any narrow line
components (from material much further out), to separate orbital motion and gravitational
redshift effects, to resolve individual "bright spots" contributing to the broad line emission
and to fully determine the underlying continuum (which is very important when studying
broad line features).
The AGN central engine undergoes rapid brightness changes, presumably due to variations
in the rate of accreted material. With the HTXS collecting area, this property offers a unique
probe of the spatial distribution of material within the centermost regions of an AGN. As the
wavefront caused by the change in central brightness propagates outward, the fluorescent
excitation of Fe line emission from cooler material responds causing a reverberation in the
line profile that depends on the black hole parameters. An example of the changes expected
are shown in upper frames of Figure 11. As time elapses, the fluorescence subsides, and the
observed line profile changes. Studies of this kind may lead us to understand the detailed
structure and mechanism of the accretion process, based on nearby AGN (Seyfert galaxies)
which can be applied to advantage for understanding energy generation in the very distant,
much more powerful QSOs. The overall shape of the line is sensitive to the assumed metric
and the spin of the underlying black hole.
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Figure 10: The composite iron K line profile obtained by summing the spectra of 18 Seyfert
1 galaxies observed by ASCA. These were produced by transforming the data/model ratios
for each source into the rest-frame of each source, rebinning the resultant residuals, and
converting to flux space assuming the mean of the best-fit continua. The upper panel a)
shows the results for the whole sample, while b) shows the profile with the lines from the
systems MCG-6-30-15 and NGC 4151 (the two with the highest signal to noise) removed.
The two plots are remarkably similar. The solid line in a) is a double-gaussian fit to the
profile. The narrower component peaks at 6.4 keV with a width of a -,- 0.1 keV. The broader
component is strongly redshifted, with a centroid energy of 6.1 keV and a width of 0.7 keV.
It also carries the bulk (,-_ 75%) of the flux. The dotted line in b) is the spectral response
of the ASCA SIS detectors at 6.4 keV.
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Figure 11: This simulation shows how HTXS can measure line profile variations in a typical
Seyfert 1 galaxy. When the central source changes, an echo front propagates through the
accretion disk, with the innermost regions responding first. The figure shows the changes
we expect when the continuum source increases by a factor of two at time t--0. The time
sequence runs from bottom to top, with the crosses representing the simulated data at the
time shown and the solid lines the profile from the previous panel. The emission below
about 6 keV comes from the inner edge of the accretion disk, where the gravitational forces
have displaced the photons from their original energy of 6.4 keV. These relativistic effects
are less intense in the outer parts of the disk, where the "double horned" core of the line is
produced. There, the line responds more slowly. This can be seen in the top panel: only
the core of the line changes significantly between 50,000 and 100,000s. The time it takes
for these various components of the line to respond depends on on the black hole mass
and the geometry of the system. Realistic estimates of these suggest that the variations
will occur on very short time scales, such as those shown here. The combination of high
throughput and spectral resolution provided by HTXS will enable these unique experiments
to be performed.
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6.2 Cluster of Galaxies
Clusters of galaxies are the largest bound systems in the universe. As such detailed studies
of their chemical composition, mass, evolution and formation are critical for theories of the
formation of structure in the universe. Clusters are the only known systems that are fair
samples of the large scale structure of the universe, and detailed measurements of their
properties can be used to determine the content of the universe as a whole. One of the
major surprises in astronomy over the past 30 years has been that the baryonic mass of rich
clusters is dominated by the hot X-ray emitting gas. Measurement of the abundances of the
elements in this hot gas gives fundamentally different information from that derived from
almost any other type of system. In addition, X-ray observations also revealed "cooling flow"
galaxies at the centers of clusters, which are the only systems in the low redshift universe
that show high rates of star formation unaccompanied by large amounts of dust. As such
these systems could be the prototypes of high redshift star forming galaxies. However, the
amount of star formation is only 10% of the X-ray indicated cooling rate and the fate of
the rest of the cooling material is unknown at present.
HTXS will be able to determine or constrain for the first time the abundance of all of
the elements with atomic number between carbon and zinc in clusters; the more abundant
species will be visible out to redshifts of at least 1. In particular, HTXS can determine
the abundances of carbon and nitrogen for rich luminous clusters at low redshift as well as
many of the lower abundance species like Na and A1. Carbon and nitrogen are particularly
important since their nucleosynthetic origin is rather different from that of the alpha burning
products (O, Si, S etc.) or the type I supernova products (primarily Fe and Ni). Nitrogen is
a secondary element and thus its abundance should be related to the square of the original
oxygen abundance, while carbon is produced in intermediate mass stars (2-8 M®), compared
to the M o > 8 for oxygen. The ASCA observations of clusters show an abundance pattern of
the alpha burning elements and Fe that is consistent with an almost pure Type II supernova
origin in rich clusters. This pattern, combined with the lack of evolution of Fe in rich clusters
indicates that the metals in these systems were created at high redshift. However in lower
mass clusters a wide pattern of abundances seems to exist, which may indicate a much
larger variation in the formation time of the heavy elements in these clusters.
Detailed observations of carbon and nitrogen in low z systems as well as measurements
of the evolution of the alpha burning elements compared to Fe out to high redshifts will
be very important to fully understanding the origin of the elements in clusters. Already,
preliminary HST data indicate a different origin for carbon in dwarf galaxies compared to
metal poor galactic halo stars and the Lyman alpha clouds. Our simulations show that a
relatively short (30,000s) observation with HTXS of a kT ,_ 3 kev, bright low z cluster, such
as Abell 1060 should result in accurate (better than 10% accuracy) abundances of C, N,
O, Ne, Mg, A1, Si, S, Ca, Ar and Fe. Other less abundant elements such as Na will have a
30% uncertainty. Based on scaling laws (since these elements are not in the current plasma
codes) other odd-Z elements such as P and K will also have uncertainties of ,,_ 30%.
Similarly HTXS will for the first time be able to measure the abundances of O, Ne, Si,
S and Fe out to z ,,, 1 and track the evolution of the alpha burning products relative to
those from type I SN (Figure 12). For example a simulated 30 ks HTXS observation of
the recently discovered z=l.09 cluster 2016+112 with Lx "_ 1045 erg s -1 will provide direct
information on the Si ,S and Fe abundances in this high redshift cluster. HTXS observations
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Figure 12: A simulated 50,000s exposure of a clusters at z=0.8 with a characteristic X-ray
luminosity of 3.5 x 1044 erg/s. Its X-ray temperature of 4 kev is also a typical value. A
type II abundance distribution with oxygen through Si having 0.6 solar and sulfur through
Ni 0.3 solar was assumed. The abundances are determined to 10% accuracy for Si, S and
Fe and 20% for Ne and Mg. This type of cluster has not yet been found in X-ray surveys
since its flux of 4 x 10 -14 ergs cm -2 s -1 is at the ROSAT detection limit.
of other similar high redshift clusters (to be found e.g. by AXAF) will allow the overall
abundance patterns and dependence on redshift to be derived. This will allow a direct
connection with the abundances of the damped Lyman-alpha systems, which are thought
to represent the halos of forming galaxies and that of the Lyman alpha forest. HTXS can
determine the metallicity of the cluster gas at a much higher redshift than the metaUicity
of normal galaxies can be determined from optical and UV spectra. In a related context,
HTXS can obtain direct information on the metallicity associated with the filaments and
sheets (rather than "normal" galaxies) which may contain much of the matter responsible
for the Lyman alpha forest. Much of this matter may be at temperatures of order 106
K, with metal abundances about 0.01 solar, implying widespread early metal production.
HTXS exposures of 105s on quasars with luminosities of order 1046 erg s -], at redshift ,-, 1,
would yield ,-, 1000 counts per 2 eV resolution element. Through absorption line features
observed in the quasar spectra due to the intervening Lyman alpha forest metals, we can
learn much about the distribution and composition of baryonic matter in the relatively early
universe (particularly, if we can use a few more luminous quasars and extend these studies
to redshifts of 2 or 3).
Another measurement possible for the first time with HTXS will be the mass motion of gas
in the central cooling flow region of a cluster and in the "interaction region" of a merger
candidate. This is important because one of the main discoveries in recent years is that
most clusters are dynamical entities and far f_om the static, spherically symmetric objects
in hydrostatic equilibrium that they were once thought to be. ROSAT and Einstein obser-
vations have revealed that >50% of all nearby clusters show strong evidence for interaction.
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Numericalsimulationsindicate that in a mergerthe velocitiescan rangefrom 300-2000
km/s and that suchmotionsmakedeterminationof the total massof thesystemfrom X-
raytemperatureprofilesimpossiblewithoutdirectmeasurementofthevelocityfield. HTXS
caneasilydetectrelativevelocitiesof 100km/s usingthe shift of the H-likeFeandO lines
andturbulenceandmassmotionsof 200km/s viameasurementsof thewidth of theselines.
Thusfor thefirst time directmeasuresof gasmotionin clusterswill bepossible,therebyde-
terminingclustermergerparametersandstronglyconstrainingmodelsof clusterevolution.
Opticalspectroscopyof coolingflowclustersoftenshowgaswith a velocityspreadof ,,_ 500
km/s. However this optical emitting gas is confined to the very center (,,, 10 kpc) of the
cooling flow. HTXS will be able to measure the motion of gas at ,-_ 1/4 this level or down
to ,,- 100km/s, out to the cooling radius (,,_ 100 kpc) while at the same time deriving the
distribution of emission measure with temperature. These HTXS observations are crucial
to fully understand cooling flows, in particular the fate of the inflowing gas.
6.3 Supernova Remnants
Supernovae are widely believed to be responsible for the production of most of the metals in
the Universe. Young supernova remnants (SNRs), those with ages less than several thousand
years, show line-rich, X-ray spectra which are dominated by emission from shock heated
stellar ejecta. CCDs, like those on ASCA and in development for AXAF and XMM, provide
sufficient spectral resolution to measure the abundances of the astrophysically common
elements O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Fe. In addition to these, the K-lines from the less
common elements: F, Na, A1, P, C1, K, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn, lie within
the 0.5-10 keV X-ray bandpass. HTXS has the resolution and effective area necessary to
measure the abundances of most of these uncommon elemental species.
We consider as an example, the Galactic SNR W49B. The ASCA spectrum of this remnant
(with a 2-10 keV flux of _ 7 x 10 -11 erg cm -2 s -1) shows bright line complexes from K-shell
transitions of He-like and H-like ions of Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Fe. In an observation of merely
1500 s, HTXS will be able to detect (at the 10 sigma level) and resolve the weakest of the
He-like lines for these elemental species. In Figure 13, we show the HTXS count rates for
the He-like complex as a function of atomic number for all elements from Si to Zn. The five
circled points near the top of the plot correspond to the astrophysically abundant elements
mentioned above. The next lower set of points are for the elements P, C1, K, Ti, Cr, Mn,
and Ni. Highly significant detections of these lines will be obtained by HTXS in less than
20,000 s. Unless their abundances are significantly enhanced relative to the solar values,
the remaining species (Sc, V, Co, Cu, and Zn) will require considerably longer observation
times (> 105s).
Recent ASCA results show the power of X-ray spectroscopy to identify the type of supernova
explosion (massive star core-collapse SNe vs. Type Ia SNe) associated with a given remnant
through measurements of the relative elemental abundances. The X-ray data provide unique
tests and constraints of the detailed nucleosynthesis models, which, in other contexts, are
used to model the chemical evolution of systems ranging from our Galaxy to distant clusters
of galaxies.
X-ray data on older SNRs, which mainly show emission from swept-up ambient matter in
the interstellar medium (ISM), can provide a direct measurement of the metal abundances
in the gas phase. As we study the current abundance distribution in these systems we see
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Figure 13: The HTXS count rates for the sum of the He-like triplet lines as a function of
atomic number for all elements from Si to Zn in W49B. The five circled points near the top
of the plot correspond to the relatively abundant elements Si, S, Ar, Ca and Fe. The next
lower set of points are for the elements P, CI, K, Ti, Cr, Mn, and Ni. Highly significant
detections of these lines will be obtained by HTXS in less than 20,000 s. The remaining
species (Sc, V, Co, Cu, and Zn) may also be detectable in much longer observation times
(_ 100,000 s), especially if their abundance ratios axe enhanced relative to solar values.
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the integratedsum of materialreturnedto the ISM by stars of all typesand usingour
modelsfor stellar nucleosynthesis,wecandeterminethe historyof star formationin the
hostgalaxies.
ASCA,AXAF, XMM, andAstro-E,allowusto studythesampleof SNRsin theMagellanic
Cloudsdownto X-ray luminositiesof roughly1036 ergs/s. HTXS will open an entirely new
window on such studies by enabling us to observe many of the SNRs in M31 and M33, of
which there are over 50 known in each galaxy. These galaxies are -_ 700 kpc away, a factor
of 14 more distant than the LMC. The brightest SNRs (L_ > 5 x 1037 ergs/s) will show
count rates of roughly 1 ct/s in HTXS and thus excellent spectra of them can be obtained
in observations as short as 20 ks. About 1/4 of these remnants should be brighter than
,_ 1037 ergs/s (simply scaling from the LMC sample) and it will be possible for HTXS to
obtain good data on these remnants as well in reasonable observation times. Studies of
SNR samples in external galaxies allow us to probe issues related to supernova history and
the chemical evolution of galaxies.
The key to using SNRs to determine elemental abundances in ejecta and the ISM lies in our
ability to understand and account for the inherent complexity of SNR X-ray spectra. There
are uncertainties introduced by the presence of non-solar elemental abundances, nonequilib-
rium ionization fractions, non-thermal continuum emission components, velocity broadening
of lines, and so on. High spectral resolution observations by HTXS will provide a number
of important plasma diagnostics to help constrain the interpretation of the spectrum. For
example the relative strengths of the He-like lines for the astrophysically abundant ele-
ments from O to Fe can diagnose nonequllibrium ionization effects. The rich complex of
Fe L-shell lines in the 0.7-1.2 keV energy band provides a number of diagnostics of tem-
perature, ionization and departures from Maxwellian electron distribution. Recombination
edges seen in the continuum emission can provide additional constraints on ionization and
abundance effects. It may be possible to observe the effects of the abundances on the shape
of the bremsstrahlung continuum (though the gaunt factor). As ASCA has shown, increases
in spectral resolution and throughput are the most important in improving our ability to
understand the complex spectra of SNRs.
By the time HTXS flies, ROSAT and AXAF will have determined the angular expansion
rates of the remnants of several historical SNe, including SN1006, Kepler's SNR, Tycho's
SNR, and Cassiopeia A. HTXS will be able to determine the radial velocities of knots and
filaments seen in projection near the remnant centers. Combining the angular expansion rate
with the radial velocity measurements will provide accurate determination of the distances
to these remnants. Because the ejecta may be compositionally stratified, it will be necessary
to measure the expansion rate and radial velocities using the same set of lines, e.g., the Ly
a line of Si.
The ejecta mass and thermal energy content of SNRs depend steeply on the distance d(5/2),
which implies that the large uncertainty in current distance estimates severely limits our
ability to constrain dynamical models. Note that for the putative remnants of Type Ia
SNe (Tycho and SN1006), the X-ray band offers the only way to measure distances in
this manner. Although the angular expansion rates have been measured in the radio and
optical bands, radial velocity measurements in these bands are not feasible. In the radio,
the emission is synchrotron continuum, while in the optical, there are no optical filaments
near the centers of these remnants.
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It will benecessaryto measurethe Dopplershiftsto approximately100km/s of some10-
20knots (more,if the expansionis spatiallyinhomogeneous).Notethat a radial velocity
determinationis the measurementof a line centroid.To achievea radial velocityaccuracy
of Av oneneedsto observea numberof photons,N, from a well isolatedsingleline, given
roughlyby
N ,.,, 36(a2ev)2(_Vlookm/s)-2(E/lkeV) -2
where a is the width in eV of the spectral resolution function (assumed constant with
energy) and E is the line energy. This study will not be possible with Astro-E given the
current estimates of its spectral resolution and smaller effective area.
The recent supernova in the Large Magellanic Cloud, SN 1987A, provides an especially
exciting opportunity to study an SNR during its earliest phases of evolution. As pieces
of the free-streaming clumpy ejecta from SN1987A crash into the circumstellar shells f_om
the precursor winds, they will light up in the X-ray band. At first we will see the leading
edge of the ejecta, which is moving at roughly 10,000 kin/s, and which should start hitting
the shell from the red supergiant wind about 15 yr after the explosion. Over the next 5
years the X-ray flux from the interaction should rise rapidly to about 1037 erg/s or more
and will continue to brighten for the next 20 to 30 years as more slowly moving ejecta are
shock-heated.
Variability will be the characteristic feature of the X-ray spectrum during the time when
the clumpy ejecta encounter the red giant shell. As an individual clump of ejecta enters
the shell the X-ray emission will flare with a spectrum that depends on the nature of the
clumps. If hydrodynamic instabilities during the SN explosion have randomized the spatial
distribution of clumps without homogenizing their composition (as suggested by numerical
simulations as well as by observations of other young SNRs), then we should see features of
pure elemental composition appearing, e.g., at one time pure Si emission, at another, pure
S, and so on. The red- or blue-shifts of the new lines, plus the time lag since the explosion
will be critical in determining the three-dimensional structure of the ejecta. Information on
the spatial location of the bright X-ray flares obtained from AXAF high resolution images
will also be of value, as will detailed models of the structure of the elliptical ring from HST
images.
By consistent regular monitoring of SN1987A it will be possible to trace the structure of
the red giant shell and determine the mass, clumpiness, spatial stratification, and chemical
composition of the ejecta. HTXS has the spectral resolution needed. The Doppler shift of
a Si clump at a speed of 3000 km/s is 18 eV. Roughly half of the ejecta, by mass, is moving
with speeds greater than this. The high throughput of HTXS is also essential since it will
allow us to monitor the source on a frequent basis using short observations. Individual ejecta
clumps brighten to X-ray luminosities of order 1034 erg/s. Assuming a clump of pure Ne,
Si, or Fe composition and using reasonable estimates for the spectral flux distribution, we
estimate count rates in HTXS of 300, 50, and 20 per ks for the Ly a line of the respective
hydrogenic species. Observation durations of 20 ks will be adequate to characterize the
intensity of these lines to at least 5% and determine line centroids to better than 100 km/s.
Weekly monitoring observations of SN1987A by HTXS would require roughly 5% of the
available mission time.
HTXS will be able to detect the 4 keV K-shell line from the radioactive decay of the
newly synthesized Ti44 in SN1987A. We estimate that the line flux will reach an intensity
of about 10 -7 photons cm -2 s -1 by the year 1998 and remain at that level, or increase
3O
slightly for thenext 15yearsor more. A 120 ks observation would yield a highly significant
detection of the line (_ 10 sigma). The intensity of this line is sensitive to the opacity
of the SN's atmosphere, which itself depends strongly on the size and clumpiness of the
ejecta. Comparison of the flux of the 4 keV X-ray line with the nuclear gamma-ray lines
from the decay Ti44 (at 68 keV and 78 keV) would provide a unique probe of the structure
and nature of the ejecta.
6.4 Stellar Coronae
Stellar coronae exhibit some of the most line-rich X-ray spectra of cosmic sources. X-ray
spectroscopy will allow us to derive very sensitive constraints on physical conditions in the
coronal plasmas. However, the high resolution spectrometers on AXAF, XMM, and Astro-E
will require long exposures to accumulate high-quality spectra of even the brightest stars.
Much higher throughput is required to reach the fainter (more distant and/or less luminous)
systems, and to obtain high quality time-resolved spectra.
In eclipsing binary stellar systems we can use the morphology of the X-ray light-curve to infer
the spatial structure of the coronal plasmas on either or both of the component stars. The
duration of an eclipse gives information on the longitudinal extent of the emission associated
with the eclipsed star. The problem, however, is that there are too few constraints from the
lightcurve alone to give a unique solution. With the spectral resolution and large collecting
area available with HTXS, we will for the first time be able to break this degeneracy by using
velocity information to map the coronal structures on the underlying stars. This technique,
called Doppler imaging, has been utilized in the optical and uv bands to map the location
of photospheric features, but only by combining these with X-ray observations can the full
three-dimensional structure of the corona be determined. At the Fe XXV resonance line at
6.7 keV, a resolution of 2 eV gives a velocity resolution of 90 km/sec, which will enable us
to study close binary systems like AR Lac, which contains a GIII star and a KIV star that
are rotationally phase locked to the 2-day orbital period (Figure 14). The maximum radial
velocity difference between the two component stars is 230 km/sec. The large effective area
of HTXS will enable the first high quality spectra of the Fe K line from this system in an
exposure short compared to the orbital period. During an HTXS observation covering a
single orbital period, about 50 time-resolved spectra will be obtained, which will enable
a study of coronal structures with spatial dimensions much smaller than the stellar radii.
HTXS can isolate the Fe XXV resonance line (and other strong resonance lines such as Ca
XIX at 3.90 keV) of each star, and determine the coronal abundances. Also through the
use of plasma diagnostic line combinations, the densities of the individual active regions
can be directly determined and compared with the densities inferred from Doppler imaging
and eclipse mapping.
The only star for which time-resolved flare spectra in both the soft (< 10 keV) and the
hard (> 10 keV) X-ray bands have been obtained to date is the Sun. Such observations
have shown us that there is a fundamental difference between the dominant processes that
produce the X-ray emission in these two spectral domains. For a given flare, there is a
critical energy E(crit) ,-, 3-30 keV such that the hard X-ray spectrum for E > E(crit) is
impulsive and well-fit by power-laws, while the soft X-ray spectrum with E < E(crit) changes
more gradually and appears thermal in nature. It is believed that the hard X-ray emission
is representative of the energy input of the flare, and that it is due to bremsstrahlung from
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Figure 14: This figure shows in the top panel an eclipse-mapping spatial deconvolution of the
coronae of the RS CVn binary AR Lac, as derived from a long EXOSAT exposure. A large
fraction of the total X-ray emission from this system at the epoch of this observation came
from spatially compact regions, probably associated with bright chromospheric plages, on
each star. In the lower panel we show a simulated HTXS Calorimeter spectrum, assuming
2 eV spectral resolution, of what a 10,000 second exposure of AR Lac would look like,
assuming that the exposure was centered on orbital quadrature, when the velocity separation
of the two stars in this binary system is its maximum value of 230 km/sec. For simplicity,
we have assumed that each star contributes equally to the total X-ray emission. The strong
Fe XXV resonance line is clearly split into two components due to the differential Doppler
shifts of the two stars.
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accelerated, nonthermal electrons hitting the denser chromospheric layers, while the soft
X-ray emission is representative of the energy output of the flare, in that it is the thermal
emission from the material 'evaporated' out of the chromosphere into the corona by the
initial input particle bombardment. Thus, in order to constrain flare models, the time
history of both the soft and hard X-ray spectra axe required. The high effective area and
broadband pass of HTXS will carry-out time-resolved X-ray spectroscopy of 'typical' flares
on nearby low-mass dwarf stars (e.g., the active K stars AB Dor and LQ Hya, and the dMe
stars AD Leo and UV Cet) at much fainter levels and/or higher time resolution (_ 10-100
seconds) than attained before. The HTXS gratings and calorimeter will be able to make
detailed studies of the line profiles of the flare-heated plasma, and of the time evolution of
the temperature and emission measure of the thermal plasma. If stellar flares are similar to
solar flares, there should be evidence in the early stages of the flare of both an additional
blue-shifted component (the signature of the evaporated material), as well as additional line
broadening due to turbulence. In addition, the hard X-ray telescope on HTXS will enable
a study of the hard X-ray bremsstrahlung component of stellar flares that is emitted by the
energetic nonthermal particles in the impulsive phase.
The large collecting area of HTXS will enable detailed spectroscopy of stellar coronae at
unprecedented distances and over a large range of coronal luminosities. The high resolution
spectrometers on previous missions will not reach stars with coronal luminosities as low as
that of our own Sun. HTXS will also obtain high-quality spectra for the first time from
the most coronally active stars in the vicinity of the galactic center (,-, 7.5 kpc) and in the
LMC and SMC. For example, the giant stars in the Galactic bulge seen through Baade's
Window, will be accessible (assuming an interstellar column density of 2.5 × 1021 cm-2).
These stars have been studied extensively at optical wavelengths and appear to exhibit a
range of abundances, with a mean value that is about twice the solar value (with individual
stars having metallicities up to ten times solar). Because of the complexity of modeling the
strong line blanketing effects on the optical spectra, these abundance determinations are
controversial. At the 50-60 kpc distance of the Magellanic Clouds, HTXS will be able to
detect active stars such as RS CVn and Algol binaries that have X-ray luminosities in excess
of 1031 erg/sec, and to provide spectral information on the most active systems (Lx > 1032
erg/sec), in a 100 ksec exposure. There are thousands of such bright coronal stars in the
LMC and SMC. Thus, with HTXS we will be able to determine (for the first time for any
galaxy) the fraction of the total galactic X-ray luminosity that is due to coronal sources.
7 Further Information
References to the science discussed in this report are available upon request. The HTXS
web page at
http://lheawww.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xray/htxs/home.html
will be constantly updated to reflect the current status of this mission study. Comments
or questions on this report are welcome and should be addressed to the Co-PIs for the
HTXS mission study Dr. Nicholas White (white@adhoc.gsfc.nasa.gov) and Dr. Harvey
Tananbaum (ht@cfa. haxvard.edu).
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Final Announcement
The Scientific Working Group for the High Throughput X-ray Spectroscopy
Mission concept study (co-chah'ed by Nick White and Harvey Tananbaum) is
organizing a two-day Workshop on High Throughput X-ray Spectroscopy to be
held in Boston/Cambridge, Massachusetts, on September 30 and October 1,1996.
The Workshop w_i emphasize invited talks on the important scientific questions
to be addressed by High Throughput X-ray Spectroscopy. A list of preliminary
titles and conf'naned speakers appears below. In addition, there will be
poster/display sessions for contributed papers on related science and
instrumentation topics; a subset of the poster papers will be sdected for
contributed oral presentations. Proceedings of the Workshop will be widely
disseminated following rite meeting. There will be no registration fee. Since the
mailing list we are using is no doubt incomplete, please feel free to share this
announcement with potentially interested colleagues.
The baseline High Throughput X-ray Spectroscopy (HTXS) mission concept
provides ~15,000 cm^2 effective area at I keV, 6,000 era^2 at 6.4 keV, and 1500
cmA2 at 40 keY. A resolving power (E/DE) of at least 300 is maintained across
the 0.25-10 keV band, with a targetted resolution of 3000 at 6.4 keV. The
•angular resolution baseline is 15-30" (HPD) up to 10 keV and 1-2' from 10 - 40
keV. For current information on the HTXS mission concept study, please access
our web page at:
b ttu://bt_c_l'c.n_ca.gov/docs/n_y/htn/home-html
hrtp :llh_.g_c.naso..govldocslo_li_.slworl_k°PIPr°grarn'html
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A Workshop on High Throughput X-ray Spectroscopy
September 30 - October 1, 1996
Preliminary Program
The f'mal program (including contibuted oral papers and poster papers) wm be
sent via e--mall to all registered participants a few days before the meetin_
SESSION I (Sept. 30:0830 - 1230) - INTRODUCTION / GALAXIES AND
AGN
Welcome and Logistim - Harvey Tananlmum (SAO) - $ minutes
Workshop Objectives"andOverview d HTXS Minion Capabiliti_ - Nick
White (GSFC) - 30 minutes
Observations of Broad Lines in AGNs: Testing Strong Gravity and
Mapping Accretion Disks - Andy Fabian (IOA - Cambridge) - 30
minutes
X-ray Spectroscopy of Quasars - J'fll Bechtold 03 Arizona)'- 30 minutes
Contributed Oral Papers on AGNs - 30 minutes
Coffee Break and Poster Papers - 25 minutes
HTXS Spectroscopy Telescope Optics - Marshall Joy (MSFC) - 20
minutes
Evolution of Galaxies- Bill Mathews (UC Santa Cruz- Lick) - 30
minutes
Contributed Oral Papers on Galaxies - 40 minutes
Lunch Break- (1230 - 1330)
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SESSION H (Sept. 30:1330 - 1800) - LIFE CYCLES OF MATTER
Life Cycles of Matter - Mike Shull (U.Colorado) - 30 minutes
Cosmic Abundances and Evolution of Clusters - Joel Bregman (U.
Michigan) - 3_ minutes
High Resolutio_n X-ray Spectroscopy of Cluster Cores: Finding the
"Flow" in Cooling Flows? - Craig Sarazin (U Virginia) - 30 minutes
Contributed Oral Papers on Clusters and IGM - 30 minutes
HTXS Calorimeters -.Rich Kelley (GSFC) - 20 minutes
Break and Poster Papers - 40 minutes
Supernova Remnants and Cosmic Abundances - Jack Hughes (Rutgers
U.) - 30 minutes
Cosmic Ray Acceleration Sites - Rob Petre (GSFC) - 30 minutes
Contributed Oral Papers on Supernova Remnants and ISM - 30 minutes
SESSION m (Oct. 1:0830 - 1230) - (A) STELLAR MASS COMPACT
OBJECTS / 03) FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS AND X-RAY ASTRONOMY
X-Ray Transient Sources and AGNs Surrounded by a Neutral Gas:
Continuum Spectra and the Recoil Spectrum of Scattered X-Ray Lines -
Rashid Sunyaev (Academy of Sciences of Russia Space Research Institute
and MPA) - 30 minutes
Spectroscopy of X-ray Binaries - Saku Vrtikk (SAO) - 30 minutes
Cotadysmic Variables- Keith Mason (MSSL/UCL) - 30 minutes
Contributed Oral Talks on X-ray Binaries and Pulsars - 30 minutes
HTXS Hard X-ray Telescope and Detectors - Fiona Harrison (Caltech) -
20 minutes
Coffee Break and Poster Papers - 40 minutes
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